This is a part of our series studies about the U(#)-averaging domains. In this paper, we first characterize L(#)-averaging domains using the Whitney covers. Then we prove the invafiance of LS(#)-averaging domains under some mappings, such as K-quasi-isometric mappings, o-quasi-isometric mappings.
INTRODUCTION
Domains and mappings are studied and applied in many different fields in mathematics and engineering, such as ordinary and partial differential equations, potential theory and nonlinear elasticity, see [3, 5, 7, 8, 11, 13] . Gehring and Osgood study the uniform domains and the quasihyperbolic metric in [5] . As we know, uniform domains are John domains, while John domains are LS-averaging domains and L s (#)-averaging domains are extensions of U-averaging domains. There has been remarkable progress made in studying these domains and their relationships, particularly, their properties and applications, see the references listed above. Recently, some results about A-harmonic tensors in John domains and U(#)-averaging domains are obtained in [1, 2 and 9] . In this paper we first characterize U(#)-averaging domains using the Whimey covers. Then we study the properties of U(#)-averaging domains under some mappings. We introduce the following definitions and theorems which we need later. We will always denote fl as an open connected subset of R and we do not distinguish the balls from the cubes throughout this paper. The following Definition 1.1 appears in [3] . DEFINITION where A only depends on n, s, #(f), #(B(xo, d(xo, 0fl)/2)) and the constant C in (1.2). THEOREM 1.9 Let w be weak doubling over f, see [3] . If 
for all x, y ft. Proof Let 7 be a quasi-hyperbolic geodesic are joining x to y in and set 7' =f (7) . By the virtue of (3.2), (3.4), (3.8) and the inequality We can also extend Theorem 3.9 to a class of more general mappings so called qo-quasi-isometric mapping, see [13] . According to V/iis/il/i [13] , a homeomorphism f f c R n fF is a k-quasi-isometric mapping implies that it is a K-quasi-conformal mapping. Theorems 3.6, 3.9 show that the K-quasi-isometric mappings preserve the A, weights and L'(#)-averaging domains. Then naturally, one would ask that if K-quasi-conformal mappings also preserve those properties. The answer is No. Staples [11] shows that L-averaging domains are not invariant with respect to quasi-conformal self-mappings of R. Therefore neither are L(#)-averaging domains, since we can choose weight w(x)= for the measure # defined by d# w(x)dx. Ding and Nolder [3] show that if f: f c R" f' is a K-quasi-conformal mapping and fl is an LS(m)-averaging domain, where m is n-dimensional Lebesgue measure, then 12 is an L'(#)-averaging domain with d# J(f)dm, and J(f) is the Jacobian determinant off. Now we proof that the inverse of this result is also true. Proof Let z0 (1,0,..., 0) be our fixed point. We will estimate k(z, Zo) for z (z, z2,..., z.) S as follows. Let y (z, 0,..., 0).
Then k(z, Zo) < k(z, y) + k(y, Zo). For the upper bound of k(z, y), we examine the cross section of S when xl z, see [11 and 3] , and have g(zl)
where r2= E(z/) 2. Similarly, Thus, the conclusion of Example 3 holds.
Considering a special case of the Example as g(x)= x for a > 1 and sp+ > n, the spire S is an LS(#)-averaging domain if c < ((sp + 1)/(sp + 1 n)).
